HONG KONG GLOBAL LEADERS SCHOLARSHIP
Business, Economics and Law

Vivian Wei Chen, and Ping Wa Yu, UQ Business School students

Study at UQ, gain professional experience and build your career in Business, Economics or Law
SCHOLARSHIP DETAILS

The UQ Hong Kong Global Leaders Scholarship provides:

- A $5,000 tuition fee waiver for any undergraduate program from the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law.
- Guaranteed professional experience to support career development, including an internship, mentoring and industry engagement.

WHO IS ELIGIBLE

- Citizens of Hong Kong who normally reside in Hong Kong
- Students must have completed Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) Examination or the recognised Hong Kong sub-degree (Associate Degree or Higher Diploma) programs
- Students who have received an unconditional offer for a undergraduate program from the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law and who are commencing students at UQ. **This opportunity is not open to students currently studying in Australia.**

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

- Apply for an undergraduate program from the Faculty of Business, Economics and Law at UQ. Please follow instructions here www.uq.edu.au/international-students/application-instructions
- Complete the scholarship application form at scholarships.uq.edu.au
- For scholarship application deadlines refer to scholarships.uq.edu.au

"If anyone is considering where they should go to have great tertiary education, I would certainly recommended UQ to them. Not only because the environment here is excellent in term of both academic aspects and facilities, but the fantastic knowledge and approachable manner of all teaching staff here has given me a lot of faith to pursue my studies.

LAU CHUN FONG
Bachelor of Commerce"
GUARANTEED PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

INTERNSHIP

An internship provides an exceptional opportunity to build on your degree with professional industry training. Internships provide students with exposure to employers, and deliver work experience that enhances employability upon graduation.

MENTOR PROGRAM

Career Mentoring connects students to experienced individuals who offer their knowledge and insights to assist learning and development. The Career Mentoring Program will offer the scholarship recipient the opportunity to engage one-on-one with industry professionals throughout their study to gain practical advice on applying their academic knowledge to the workplace, enhancing employability, goal setting and career options.

INTERNSHIP BENEFITS

- Enrich career opportunities
- Professional and personal growth
- Gain international employment experience
- Gain recognition and develop professional networks within your chosen field
- Enhance interpersonal communication and cross-cultural skills
- Apply classroom knowledge to real world projects
- Improve business communication skills
- Develop an appreciation of the Australian workplace culture

INDUSTRY ENGAGEMENT

UQ offers students a range of professional development initiatives that provide valuable insights into different industries and career paths and assist in developing new industry connections. These include The Edge Student Leadership Series where industry leaders share their experience and insights with students. The scholarship recipient will have the opportunity to engage one-on-one with these experts to leverage their knowledge of industry trends and employment prospects which will provide valuable input to career planning and development.
Study Business, Economics or Law at UQ where outstanding research meets excellent teaching

At UQ students enjoy the advantages of going to a university in the world’s top 100 (2013 QS World University Rankings, 2013-14 Times Higher Education World University Rankings and 2013 Academic Ranking of World Universities). Our teachers have won more national awards than any other Australian university, we offer world-class learning environments and high-quality programs, and our research is helping solve some of the world’s toughest problems.

UQ’s Accounting and Finance, Economics and Law are all ranked top 50 in 2013 QS World University Rankings by Subject. It is the only University in Australia with United Nations World Tourism Organization accreditation for its tourism programs.

UQ’s St Lucia Campus provides a perfect study, research and living environment and is located in Brisbane, a renowned city for its enjoyable climate and its multicultural and safe environment.

Imagine the difference having access to all of this could make to you.

**YOUR UQ. YOUR ADVANTAGE.**